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Abstract

Ž .This paper presents an overview of data mining, then discusses standards both existing and proposed that are relevant to
data mining. This includes standards that affect several stages of a data mining project. Summaries of several emerging
standards are given, as well as proposals that have the potential to change the way data mining tools are built. q 2001
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Data mining is the process of extracting patterns
Ž .as well as predicting previously unknown trends

Žfrom large quantities of data by posing automati-
. w xcally repeated queries 1 . While various forms of

data mining have existed for quite a while, it is only
during the past decade that data mining has emerged
as a technology area for a wide range of applications.
For example, for decades, various organizations have
been carrying out data analysis using statistical pack-
ages. Furthermore, neural networks and other ma-
chine-learning techniques have been applied to pre-
dict trends and extract patterns. While many of these
techniques have become quite sophisticated, they
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have not scaled well. It is only recently that they are
being applied to large quantities of data managed by
database management systems. The merging of
statistics, machine learning and database manage-
ment has resulted in the emerging technology area
called data mining. Various texts have appeared on

w xdata mining 1–4 . In addition, data mining research
papers are published in various conference proceed-
ings including the three major ones: Knowledge

Ž .Discovery in Databases held in North America ,
Principles of Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining

Ž .Conference Europe and the Pacific Asia Knowl-
edge Discovery and Data Mining Conference
Ž .Australasia .

Since data mining is now becoming a mature
technology, it is important that appropriate standards
be established for various aspects of data mining. For
example, data mining processes have been devel-
oped. These processes are yet to be standardized.
One needs to examine whether the various processes
model could be applied for modeling the data mining
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process. Another group has developed various lan-
guages for data mining. For example, Structured

Ž .Query Language SQL extensions are being pro-
posed. However, these extensions are yet to be made
standards for data mining. Architecture for data min-
ing is also being examined. One needs to determine
whether the various standards emerging from consor-
tiums may be applied for data mining. Finally, data
mining is becoming a key technology for e-business.
The various standards for e-business need to be
examined for relevance to data mining. In summary,
as we make more and more progress in data mining,
we cannot avoid standardization. Standardization will
enable standard methods and procedures to be devel-
oped for data mining so that the entire process of
data mining could be made easier for different types
of users.

This paper addresses how standards may be ap-
plied to data mining. In Section 2, we discuss what
data mining is, including data mining technologies,
process, and directions. Section 3 discusses emerging
standards for relevant to data mining tools and pro-
cess. Sections 4 and 5 discuss other areas where
standardization could affect data mining. The paper
is summarized in Section 6.

2. Overview of data mining

For data mining to be effective, several technolo-
gies have to work together. First of all, statistical
analysis and machine-learning techniques have to be
applied successfully to databases to extract patterns
and to predict trends. Visualization techniques are
important to provide visual understanding of data,
patterns and trends and subsequently guide the user
in carrying out further data mining. Data ware-
housing is a critical technology for organizing and
cleaning the data to prepare for mining. Parallel
processing techniques provide important enabling
technology to speed up the mining process for
large-scale data sets. Network-computing infrastruc-
tures are an important consideration especially for
distributed data mining. That is, various technologies
have to be integrated to carry out successful data
mining, leading to a need for standards.

Before carrying out data mining, there are several
steps that one needs to consider. First of all, what is

expected of the mining process? Do we want to form
clusters, make associations, or classify the data? Are
there commercial tools that can be applied? If so,
what techniques do we use to get the desired out-
comes? For example, should these techniques be
decision trees or neural networks? If not, do we
develop the tools in-house? If we do not want to
develop the tools in-house, then can we contract the
work outside? Once we get results, how do we know
that the results are good? How do we prune and only
get the useful results? All these questions have to be
addressed to carry out successful mining. In addition,
we also need to have good quality data. Therefore, it
is widely recognized that a high-quality data ware-
house is a necessary condition of successful mining.

As a result of the developments in data mining
during the past decade, numerous commercial prod-
ucts and research prototypes have been developed.
Most major database management system vendors as
well as data analysis vendors are now marketing data
mining tools. Many of these tools work on relational
databases. That is, they assume that the data are
placed in tables and the tools are geared towards

Žmanipulating the tables or in many cases, a single-
.table view of the data . Various success stories have

Ž w x.also been reported see for example Ref. 5 . One of
the major challenges now is to mine unstructured
databases where it could be text, image, video or a
combination of all of these. Another challenge in
data mining is web mining. There are two aspects
here. One is to mine the vast quantities of multime-
dia data on the web and extract meaningful informa-

Ž .tion web content mining . The other is to mine the
usage patterns and give advice to the users as well as
to those who want to carry out commercerbusiness

Ž .on the web web usage mining . A third challenge is
mining distributed and heterogeneous databases. This
is because databases are scattered within and across
many organizations and it may be infeasible to bring
them together into a centralized warehouse. There-
fore, the distributed and sometimes disparate data
sources have to be mined. While data mining has
many valuable applications in many areas, there are
also some negative aspects and that is compromising
privacy. Data mining tools may be applied to deduce
sensitive information and therefore compromise pri-
vacy and security. This is another major challenge
facing data mining as well as security technologists.
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3. Standards applicable to data mining

To handle all of these challenges and make
progress in data mining, one needs effective stan-
dards for various aspects of data mining. What do we
mean by a Adata mining standardB? As we have
seen, there are many different tasks involved in a
data mining project. Standardizing the task and re-
sults becomes difficult. For example, if we define a
standard classification model, we ignore a variety of
other types of pattern discovery, such as rule discov-
ery or clustering, that also qualify as data mining.
The result is that there is currently no attempt for a
single AstandardB for data mining, but instead stan-
dards to support different aspects of data mining.
These can broadly be divided into:

ŽØ Standards for the task to be performed e.g. a
formal definition of inputs to and outputs from

.the training and use phases of a classifier ;
ŽØ Standards for supporting technology e.g. SQL

.as a standard for data access ; and
ŽØ Process standards e.g. what is the sequence of

.events in performing a data mining project? .

Other areas for applying standards include devel-
oping standard architectures for data mining and
web-data standards. These two areas will be ad-
dressed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

3.1. SQL and data mining

Typically, when we think of standards in data
management, we think of languages and protocols
that allow information exchange between applica-
tions and systems. Within the database community,
the premier standard is SQL. By itself, and in con-
junction with related standards such as Java DataBase

Ž .Connectivity JDBC and Open DataBase Connectiv-
Ž .ity ODBC , SQL is having an influence on the data

mining community. Historically, data mining tools
operated on flat-file data in fielded or comma-sep-
arated value formats. Most are moving to support
data access through ODBC or JDBC, however. These
provide a way for tools to get at data. However, SQL
is designed for transaction-oriented access to data:
retrieval or update of small data sets based on a
query. Data mining operates over large data sets.

While SQL can easily generate such data sets, the
actual APIs such as ODBC and JDBC are poorly
equipped for retrieval of huge quantities of data.

Many data mining tools operate by copying all the
relevant data either into memory, or into their own
disk storage, then operating on that data. This is
wasteful—better would be to make use of the

Ždatabase for storage and retrieval of the data even
.during the running of the data mining algorithm ,

and perhaps to offload some of the algorithmic tasks
to the database, where prebuilt indexes and the like

Žmay enable better optimization. Some tools such as
.IBM’s Intelligent Miner for Data are beginning to

do this—but through tight, proprietary integration
with the database. A standards-based approach would
be better, but requires an understanding of the types
of access patterns made by data mining tools.

There have been several proposals to add opera-
tions to SQL to support data mining. The most
common of these are based on the notion of a Adata

w xcubeB 6 . A data cube is a collection of data, where
each axis represents a particular Aselection criteriaB,
and a point in the cube is the value where all
selection criteria meet. For example, Fig. 1 shows a
three-dimensional data cube, where the dimensions
correspond to month, region, and department. The
values within the cube correspond to Atotal salesB—
for example, for February in the south, meat had
sales of US$150, and in January in the Northeast,
produce had sales of US$100.

Fig. 1. Sample data cube.
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The key to a data cube is that it quickly provides
answers to aggregates—for example, we may want
sales for all months for New England and the Pro-
duce department. This sort of aggregation is a useful
building block in many data mining algorithms. The
idea is that data mining algorithms could use the data
cube to get only the needed aggregate information,
instead of retrieving the entire set of information

Žfrom the database. Commercial products particularly
.those intended for data warehouse applications are

beginning to include data cube concepts; however, a
standard for these extensions does not yet exist, and
without such standards, it is unlikely that data min-
ing tools will take advantage of these features.

3.2. Data mining model standards

Existing database standards provide a way for
data mining tools to get to the data—improvements
will make tools more efficient, but will not really
add new capabilities. At the other end of the tool,
however, we have a different story. The output of
today’s data mining tools vary widely—text-based
reports, lists of rules in a pseudo-English format,
visual displays, or even binary files that enable

Žproprietary tools to do certain tasks e.g. classifica-
.tion . There is no way to build AgenericB applica-

tions that make use of the output of data mining
tools. To some extent, this is reasonable—since data
mining may be used to produce widely different

Žthings e.g. a classifier that divides new items into
known groups based on the training source data, or a

.list of unusual entries in the source data , a single
standard for data mining results is unlikely. How-
ever, progress is being made in this area.

The Data Mining Group has developed Predictive
w xModel Markup Language 7 , an eXtensible Markup

Ž .Language XML -based specification language for
Ž .predictive models classifiers . A PMML specifica-

tion consists of several parts.
ØA Data Dictionary. This names and defines the

Žtypes of the input and output fields of the model e.g.
.ASalaryB, continuous, range 0–10,000,000 . Note that

multiple models can share a single data dictionary.
ØMining Schema. This defines the particular en-

tries in the data dictionary used as input and output
by a particular model. In addition to specifying

Ž .which are input, and which are the predicted output

values, it also may specify a range of accepted
values and how values outside that range are to be

Žtreated e.g. an unusually low salary may be treated
.as missing.

ØStatistics. Contains statistics about a single field.
Examples would be the minimum, maximum, mean,
standard deviation, and median for numeric at-
tributes. This is not required, but is relevant for some
models.

ØNormalization. Some tools may expect inputs to
Ž .be in a fixed range e.g. 0–1 . If so, the normaliza-

tion component of the model describes how this is to
be done for each field in the Mining Schema.

ØThe actual model. There are several types of
models—Tree Classification, Polynomial Regres-
sion, General Regression, Association Rules, Neural
Networks, and clustering. For example, a tree model

Žconsists of a Node, each containing a predicate a
Boolean expression determining if that node is se-

. Žlected , a list of subsidiary nodes evaluated if the
. Žpredicate is true , and a score the result if the

predicate is true and none of the subsidiary nodes are
.selected.

A coalition of organizations headed by Microsoft
w xis supporting this with OLE DB for Data Mining 8 ,

an extension of Microsoft’s OLE DB database access
standard. The idea is to represent the output of a data
mining model as a table. This Aprediction tableB is
created by providing a prediction model and an input

Ž .table the Prediction join operation . The prediction
model can either be created directly by an OLE DB
DM compliant data mining tool, using a Acreate
modelB statement in the database than runs the tool
on the chosen input data, or from an XML model
specification given in a variant of PMML. The struc-
ture of the Aprediction tableB is defined by two
things: the input table, and a formal definition asso-
ciated with the tool that defines the output in terms
of input for that tool. This works well for predictive

Ž .modeling classification , but extension to other types
of data mining may need work.

The Java community is working on a similar
w xstandard, the Java Data Mining API 9 . This is also

expected to be compliant with PMML.
While of great benefit, these standards do pose

the risk of limiting the scope of data mining. Vigi-
lance is required to ensure that as data mining tools
develop new capabilities, the standards are extended
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Ž .or new standards are created to support those new
capabilities.

3.3. Process standards for data mining

While tool interoperation is a valuable goal, it is
not the only area where standardization can benefit
data mining. Actual tool use is a relatively small cost
in typical data mining projects—even with the effort
required to connect those tools to the data. Other

Ž .factors in the overall process see Fig. 2 dominate
the total cost. For example, deciding what data should
be mined, and bringing it all together in a data
warehouse so that related items have a common
semantics, can be a multi-year effort. Data cleansing
Ž .often part of the warehousing process is also diffi-
cult—and knowing when the data is Aclean enoughB

Žcan be difficult for example, association rule learn-
ing can be quite tolerant of randomly distributed

.errors . Interpreting the results is also difficult—for
example, an intriguing result may actually arise from

Žcommon errors in the data such as always entering
.January 1 if the actual date is not known , and may

require further cleansing of the data—tool support
Žcan help here such as means of visualizing the

.results . Perhaps the most difficult step of all is
putting the results into practice—changing business
processes based on the results. Finally, we need to
analyze the effect and determine whether, and how,
to proceed with the next cycle. Currently, these steps
are carried out in an ad-hoc fashion. There are no
software engineering methods for mining. The ques-
tions is, can we apply various models such as the
waterfall model or the spiral model for data mining?

Fig. 2. Data mining process.

There is one notable effort in this area. A consor-
tium of data mining vendors and early adopters of
data mining technology, through a European Com-
mission funded effort, have developed the Cross-In-

w xdustry Standard Process for Data Mining 10 . This is
a hierarchical process model that breaks the data
mining process into several phases, each with a
variety of tasks. These phases are:

1. Business understanding. Determine business
objective, assess situation, determine data min-
ing goals, and produce a project plan.

2. Data understanding. Collect initial data, de-
scribe the data, explore data, and verify data
quality.

3. Data preparation. Select data, clean data, con-
struct data, integrate data, and format data.

4. Modeling. Select modeling technique, generate
test design, build model, and assess model.

5. Evaluation. Evaluate results, review process,
and determine next steps.

6. Deployment. Plan deployment, plan monitoring
and maintenance, produce final report, and re-
view project.

The CRISP-DM user manual further subdivides
the tasks in each phase, defines the output and
required activities for each, and provides hints on
potential pitfalls along the way. While not yet to the

Žlevel and detail of some such standards e.g. ISO
.9000 quality standards , it serves as a good base.

More formal metrics, such as ways of measuring
data quality to determine when data cleansing is
sufficient, could be useful here. Such formal efforts
would also help in developing tools to support the
various tasks.

4. Architecture standards for data mining

In the area of architecture standards for data
mining, there are various dimensions. One is the
relationship between data mining and related tech-
nologies such as database systems, decision support,
and data warehousing. What are the interfaces say
between a data manager and a data miner? Can one
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Fig. 3. Three-tier architecture for data mining.

standardize these interfaces? Another area is to stan-
dardize the functional architecture for data mining.
What are the data mining functions and how can we
develop standards? The third area is to develop a
three-tier middleware system. The front-tier is the
client-tier. The middle tier is the business objects tier
and consists of business object for data mining. The
third tier may be the database server tier. One could
use distributed object systems to integrate the vari-
ous layers.

Fig. 3 illustrates the three-tier architecture for
mining. There is still very little discussions about
standardizing the data mining architecture. However,
the Object Management Group is involved in speci-
fying object-based standards for data mining. For

w xfurther details, we refer to Ref. 11 .

5. E-business standards and data mining

While data mining has been developing over the
past decade, there has been an explosion during the
last few years. Much of this is due to the rise of the
Web and e-commerce. E-commerce generates large
transaction databases—fertile ground for data min-
ing—and competitive pressures drive the desire to
obtain knowledge from these data. We are now
hearing the term e-business. Many companies prefer
to be doing e-business rather than e-commerce, as
e-commerce is perceived to be too narrow. Those
who differentiate between e-business and e-com-
merce state that e-commerce is all about carrying out
transactions on the web. But e-business is much
broader and includes learning and training, entertain-

ment, putting up web pages and hosting web sites,
conducting procurement, carrying out supply chain
management, help desk services—any business
model making use of the web as a core component
of extra-company interaction.

The result of this is an explosion in the amount of
data being gathered. We are now seeing not only
transaction data, but web content, usage patterns
Ž .Aclick-stream dataB , and text records of interaction
Ž .e.g. chat rooms, help desk records. Corporations
want to maintain a competitive edge and are explor-
ing numerous ways to market effectively. Major
corporations including retail stores have e-business
sites and customers can now order products from
books to clothing to toys through these sites. E-busi-
ness sites collect massive amounts of data on cus-
tomer purchases, browsing patterns, usage times, and
preferences; each site can also collect information on
competitors’ offerings and prices. Based on the in-
formation, a site can adjust its assortments, prices
and promotion quickly and dynamically to respond
to the changing trends, competitor’s strategy and
personalization rules. As an example, companies can
now sponsor Achat roomsB and analyze the text
streams to improve marketing—like a focus group,
but on a much grander scale. This is being done
today, but with manual analysis of the text. The
opportunities for data mining technology are obvious
—but where is the structured, tabular data? Although
some of the data are structured, much of the data on

Ž .the web are either free-form text, images . Even the
Ž .tabular data such as productrprice lists are format-

ted for display rather than processing—extracting
tabular data from web pages, in a form suitable for
further processing, is a challenging task.

There are attempts to develop standards for e-
Ž .business. eXtensible Markup Language XML , in

particular, is hyped as a panacea for the interoper-
ability problems of the web. While XML by itself
solves few problems, metadata standards based on
XML do provide hope. The challenge for the data
mining community is ensuring that these standards
will capture the information needed to support data
mining, and in a form that supports feeding data
mining tools from data captured in that standard.
This is a particular difficult problem, as data mining

Žof textual data is a novelty with only a few vendors
.in the market , so knowing if a data standard is
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Agood enoughB for data mining is difficult. Mining
Ž .of other media images, video, audio is even less

well understood.

6. Summary and directions

Data mining is a new and rapidly developing
technology. Given the wide variety of tasks data
mining can perform, it is difficult to come up with a
data mining AstandardB. However, standards can help
push the acceptance of data mining technology with-
out compromising the speed and direction of new
technology development. The key is to avoid trying
to standardize what data mining is or what it does,
but instead push standards that support the data
mining process. First among this is standards for data
description. Although data access standards are
widely accepted and used, the definition of what data
means is typically captured in prose and paper docu-
ments. XML is a step in the right direction—it
ensures that some metadata are kept with the data.
However, work remains in this area.

Another big area where standards can support
data mining is in the general architecture of a data
mining process. Understanding in advance what must
be done at any stage in a data mining effort helps
ensure success of that effort. In addition, developing
an architecture for the data mining process helps to
identify areas within that architecture where stan-
dards are needed.

Perhaps the biggest challenge is to standardize the
definition of data mining tasks. We need to be able
to standardize the results of data mining to support
Ž .for example visualization tools that operate on the
results. However, we must not limit our ability to
extend the types of analyses that can be performed.
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